
Feature reassembly of the aspectual item -teiru in JSL 
 
Research question: This study investigated how learners of Japanese as a second language 
(JSL) acquire the two meanings of an aspectual item -teiru, ongoing process ([-perfective]) 
and resultative ([+perfective]) interpretations (1). As part of the language faculty, the lexicon 
contains lexical items full of well-defined matrices of formal (phonological (π), categorial 
(k) and semantic (Σ)) features, and the acquisition of lexical items include two processes: 
selection of features ({k,Σ}) and assembly of the features into particular lexical items ({k,
Σ} à{π}) (Chomsky 2000). This acquisition process is more complex in second language 
(L2) if a particular lexical item in first language (LexL1) slightly differs from its L2 
counterpart (LexL2) in selection of the relevant features (Hawkins & Chan 1997, Lardiere 
2006, Dominguez et al. 2011). For example, English has two different items, be -ing and 
have -en, for [-perfective] and [+perfective], as in (2). In Chinese, [-perfective] and 
[+perfective] are realized with two distinctive items, zai and le, as in (3) (Klein et al., 2000). 
Thus, English-speaking (ENG) and Chinese-speaking (CHN) JSL learners are expected to 
face morpho-semantic discrepancies between L1 and L2, as shown in table 1. Then, a specific 
question arises as to how the functional features are reassembled in L2. One hypothesis is 
that L2 learners acquire the aspectual item -teiru from scratch, and it is expected that they 
will assemble each semantic feature into its corresponding item as children do in their L1. 
Another hypothesis is that they deploy their L1 knowledge of the two aspectual items, and it 
is expected that they will encounter difficulties with one of the items as the learners need to 
disassemble its formal features and reassemble (some of) the features into the other item.  
Procedure: The hypotheses were examined with 17 CHN and 18 ENG, advanced JSL 
learners who achieved a score of over 70% in a proficiency test (Japanese Language 
Proficiency Test Level 2/3). Twenty Japanese native speakers also participated in the 
experiment as the control group. The subjects were given a 1 (low)-7 (high) scale 
acceptability judgment task and they were asked to rate the acceptability of 30 Japanese 
sentences that were written immediately below the situations described in English for the JSL 
learners and in Japanese for the control group. Out of the 30 sentences, nine were the tested 
tokens which consisted of three different verb/situation types – activity (ACT) (ex. untensi- 
‘drive’), accomplishment (ACC) (ex. tabe- ‘eat’), and achievement (ACH) (ex. tuk- ‘arrive’). 
ACT and ACC were provided in ongoing process situations whereas ACH in resultative 
situations. Each verb/situation type contained three tokens, as instantiated in (4) through (6).  
Results: An ANOVA was performed with three groups and three verb/situation types as 
independent variables and there found a significant interaction among the variables (p<.01) 
(see also table 2). Pairwise comparisons revealed that the ACH verbs with the resultative 
situation were less acceptable than the ACC verbs with the ongoing process situation for both 
JSL groups (ps<.01) while there was no significant difference between the two types for the 
control (p>.05). Also, both JSL groups less accepted the ACH verbs than the control (ps<.01). 
These results indicate that the JSL groups performed well in accepting the imperfective -teiru, 
but not the perfective one, as the ACC and ACH verbs are both telic. A similar tendency was 
observed with the ACT verbs which were employed in the ongoing situation. There was no 
difference between the ACT and ACC verbs while the ACH verbs with the resultative 
situation were less accepted than the ACT verbs.   
Discussion: To summarize, the advanced JSL learners demonstrated native-like performance 
in perceiving the imperfective interpretation of -teiru, having difficulties in understanding the 
perfective interpretation. This tendency was observed across Chinese and English whose L1s 
typologically differ. The results are also consistent with what Sheu (2005) found in a 
production task with Chinese-speaking, high intermediate JSL learners. They performed 
better in producing the imperfective –teiru than the perfective. These data support the L1 
transfer hypothesis. A remaining question is why the perfective interpretation of -teiru was 
more difficult than the progressive for the JSL learners. This is in part attributed to the 
morphological complexity of -teiru which is decomposed into iru and –te (Ogihara 1998). iru 
is a copular verb denoting the existentiality which corresponds to the copular verb of English 
progressive and zai in Chinese. Therefore, the JSL learners have to spend more time to 
reassemble the formal features of their L1 perfective form into the aspectual item -teiru. 



(1) a. Hanako-ga ohiru-o tabe-teiru  (Japanese) 
 H.-NOM  lunch-ACC eat-TEIRU 
 ‘Hanako is having a lunch.’ 

b. Hanako-ga eki-ni tui-teiru 
 H.-NOM station-at arrive-TEIRU 
 ‘Hanako has arrived at the station.’  
(2)  a. John is playing the guitar.  (English) 
   b. John has arrived in Tokyo.   
(3) a. Lisi zai   chuan  yi-jian  qunzi. (Chinese) 
 Lisi ZAI  put.on  one-CL skirt  
 ‘Lisi is putting on a skirt.’  
  b. Lisi  da-po-le  yi-ge  beizi.  
 Lisi  hit-break-LE one-CL cup   
 ‘Lisi broke a cup (and the broken pieces of the cup may still be on the ground).’ 
  

Table 1: Japanese -teiru and its counterpart forms in Chinese and English 
 

Meaning 
Form 

Japanese Chinese English 
[-perfective] -teiru zai  be -ing 
[+perfective] le  have -en 

 
Table 2. Mean acceptability ratings of the TA and TEIRU sentences by group 

 
ENG (n=18) CHN (n=17) Control (n=20) 

ACH (resultative) 4.77 4.46 6.27 
ACC (ongoing process) 6.10 5.58 5.71 
ACT (ongoing process) 5.73 5.48 6.76 

 
(4) ACH (Context: The plane has arrived at Narita Airport from Chicago. Bill is waiting for  
   his friend to come out from the gate.) 
 Chicago-kara-no  hikooki-wa  Narita  kuukoo-ni  tsui-teimasu.  
 Chicago-from-Gen airplane-Top Nariata Airport at   has arrived 
  ‘The plane from Chicago arrived/has arrived at Narita.’ 
(5) ACC (Context: Today is my mother’s birthday, so I am making a cake for her.) 
  Watashi-wa okaasan-no  tanjoobi-ni keeki-o  tsukutte-imasu.  
  I-Top      mother-Gen birthday on cake-Acc make-TEIRU 
  ‘I have been making a cake on my mother’s birthday.’ 
(6) ACT (Context: Tom and Cathy were classmates in their high school days and theyran into 

each other at a shopping mall. Since Tom was asked about his job, he replied: “After 
finishing school, I started teaching English at a high school and 10 years have passed. I 
am still teaching there.”) 

 Tom-wa  kookoo-de   10-nenkan   eigo-o     oshiete-imasu.  
 T.-Top   high.school-at for.10.years  English-Acc teach-TEIRU 
  ‘Tom has been teaching English at a high school for 10 years.’ 
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